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WWMMFF  CCHHAAFFIINNGG  DDIISSHH  -  
CHANGE your  mind

Chafing Dishes »CHANGE«

The lid is fully rolltop and is offset to the burner holder or hotplate when swivelled. This means 
that when the lid is fully opened, the food is easily accessible while still ensuring adequate 
ventilation for the flame. The round chafing dish lid can be opened to three different positions 
and the GN 1/1 model lid is infinitely adjustable. 

The round chafing dish now includes a flex clip, allowing the 
lid to be opened freely when using electric heating.

The handles are insulated to allow the lids to be opened for 
serving without using a cloth or other holder. 

The condensation return built into the edge of the lid prevents 
drips and unsightly puddles on the tabletop.

All the models (except Manhattan) are stackable to save space.
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CHANGE your  mind
CHAFING DISHES

Confident styling in any setting
When it comes to treating discerning diners to a superior buffet, it’s important to
ensure the chafing dishes chosen are in keeping with the style and status of the esta-
blishment. Whether down-to-earth, modern, classical, smart, tasteful or cool, you’re
sure to find exactly the right chafing dish among the wide range of »CHANGE« models
to fit in perfectly with your personal style.

Keeping one hand free
Both the GN 1/1 size and the round chafing dishes in the Change line have one thing
in common: a rolltop lid which runs almost silently and is easy to open with just one
hand.  That will be appreciated by anyone who has ever tried to keep the lid open with
one hand while holding a plate in the other… and then wondered how to reach the
food! The full rolltop lid is practical both during and after use. When fully open, it
allows the chafing dishes (except for the Manhattan model) to be stacked up, to save
space.

Material and finish 
Professionals will realise immediately on opening the chafing dish that there has been
no scrimping on either finish or material. All models are made from high-quality stain-
less 18/10, with gold-plated fittings on request. After all, wouldn’t it be a pity to pre-
sent your creations to diners in a rickety “cheap” chafing dish?
Choice of sterno or electric heating.

M o d e l s

M o d e l s

»BASIC« GN 1/1
06 3333 6040

»METROPOLITAN« round »METROPOLITAN« GN 1/1
06 3940 6040 06 3330 6040

»CLASSIC«  round »CLASSIC«  GN 1/1
06 3944 6210 06 3334 6210

»AKROPOLIS« GN 1/1 »AKROPOLIS« round
06 3332 6210 06 3942 6210

»PALAST« GN 1/1 »PALAST« round
06 3331 6210 06 3941 6210

»MANHATTAN« round »MANHATTAN«  GN 1/1
06 3945 6040 06 3335 6040

Change Chafing Dishes, round 
Full rolltop up to 170°.  Suitable for sterno or electric heating.
Heating element 06 2095 6044 or burner holder 06 3940 6039

size Ø height
43 cm 46 cm
17 in. 18 in.

Change Chafing Dishes, GN 1/1
GN 1/1, full rolltop up to 175°, for use with inserts up to GN 1/1, 10 cm deep,
adjustable brake, suitable for sterno or electric heating.
Heating element 06 3286 6044 or burner holder 06 3322 6039

size with handles height
74 x 38 cm 45,6 cm
29 x 15 in. 18 in.

Change extras
In the WMF Hotel catalogue for the complete range you will find a big choice of accessories
such as GN inserts and soup tureens, chafing dish serving sets, heating elements, paste, etc.
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